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Technical assistance

 Technical Assistance Telephone Number:
732-822-9948
 Question Submission for Q&A Session:
Type your question into the Questions drop
down on your screen.
(PLEASE JOT DOWN THIS INFORMATION)

Conventus Risk Management
 Advances in Practice Operations Series
• “Streamlining Your Practice for Profitability & Success”
• “Revenue Cycle Management & EHRs”
• “Quality Driven Healthcare & EHRs”
 Onsite Services
• C.A.R.E. Certification Program
• Office Risk Assessments
• EHR Risk Consultations
 Conventus Practice Hotline – 24/7
 Online Resource Libraries
 E-Technologies and Strategic Partnerships
 FREE Online CM
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Stevie Davidson, CPHIT
President & CEO
Health Informatics Consulting, LLC.
HIC was founded on the core values of healthcare professional
advocacy, integrity, trust & education. Its mission is to improve
the clinical quality & business performance of healthcare
practices & organizations through specialized consulting
services.
Stevie is a seasoned leader in healthcare, quality improvement &
information technology. She has held an executive position
leading multiple organizations in software development,
implementation & deployment, training, & customer relationship
management. She has written corporate standards & performed
internal audits to support quality process compliance & project
management. Stevie is a Governor appointed member of the NJ
State HIT Commission & Co-Chair of its Privacy & Security
Policy Sub-Committee. She is also a member of the Ambulatory
Meaningful Use Center of Excellence Work Group Committee of
HIMSS National.

Market Trends Overview

Healthcare Orgs Rethink Their Roles



Fiscal pressures, sweeping regulatory changes under the
Affordable Care Act, and an industry-wide shift to consumerism
(patient engagement) have given rise to a new health economy.



To succeed, healthcare organizations are trying to reinvent
themselves.
•

Hospital Systems are entering the insurance business

•

Practices are joining/selling to ACOs

•

Practices are merging/selling to other practices

•

Retailers are expanding their health offerings
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What Does This Really Mean?

 Nothing that we haven’t seen before. This is the
same trend most of us saw in the 90’s where
hospitals were purchasing practices and then
handed them back because they didn’t know how to
manage them.
 It means we are continuing to build medical bridges
to nowhere, and focusing on insurance reform
instead of healthcare reform.
 It means that the only real way to start laying the
foundation to really changing our healthcare is by
reinstating the sacred relationship of the providers
and their patients and transforming the way they
look at their business.

What Is Patient Engagement?



The process by which patients become invested in
their own health. Providers with effective patient
engagement programs provide patients with the
information and tools needed to take control of
their care.



The challenges:



•

Empowering the patient to access their data,
technology tools and resources to expect a
higher quality of care and patient experience,
and at a reasonable cost.

•

Regaining control from insurers and policy
driven by our government.

Patients want value in healthcare like anything else
they buy.

ACA and Changing Payment Trends

Challenges and Barriers

Value Based Purchasing



VBP is a payment methodology that rewards quality of care
through payment incentives and transparency in healthcare.
Value can be broadly considered to be a function of quality,
efficiency, safety, and cost.



VBP stemmed from the Patient Protection and Affordable Care
Act (PPACA) of 2010.



VBP is believed to be a central feature in “assessing” payers
and consumers with providers in the healthcare delivery
system.



Providers will be held accountable for the quality and cost of
the health care services they provide by a system of rewards
and consequences.



Must meet pre-specified performance measures.

Value Based Purchasing (Cont.)



VBP is all about patient outcomes; health care status, patient experience
(satisfaction); and costs (direct, indirect) of services provided.

21st Century
Care:

Goals:

VALUE BASED
CARE

INCREASE
VALUE

OUTCOMES

BETTER OUTCOMES
BETTER ACCESS
BETTER SAFETY

COST

LOWER
COST

Challenges and Barriers



VBP implementation imposes significant operational
challenges. Measuring and monitoring quality may be
overwhelming for providers due to the volume and nonstandardization of measures.



Not all quality measures work for all specialties (case in
point: CQMs for Meaningful Use).



Quality improvement is all about process improvement
in your organization.



The quality of what you put into your system is the
quality that you will get out.

Reporting and Outcomes



Compensation based on outcomes requires you to
report on your outcomes. Some models include:
•

Care Management: Management of individual
patients by healthcare providers

•

Population Health: Management of groups of similar
patients

•

Quality: How you meet mandated measures

•

Financial Performance: How you are managing and
reducing cost of care

•

Operational (internal): Analyzing how you can better
and more cost-effectively deliver care

Reporting and Outcomes (Cont.)



Must be able to look at canned reports from your
PM and EHR systems at a minimum to analyze
where you are today.
•



You cannot determine where you are going until you
know where you have been.

Benchmarking yourself to understand your gaps in
areas of:
•

Revenue

•

Operations – IT IS ALL ABOUT WORKFLOW &
PROCESS IMPROVEMENT

•

Clinical Quality Measures

•

Physician Performance

•

Patient Satisfaction

We Have To Start Somewhere

Lead or Be Led!



Leaders evaluate each aspect of their business to
move towards business health and take back
control.



Leaders identify ways to reduce waste and nonlabor expenses without compromising quality. It is
all about workflow!



Leaders have total control of all the data that
insurers, hospitals, and ACOs want.
Insurers, Hospitals & ACOs Don’t Have Control
of the Data.
You Do! Use it Effectively!

Lead or Be Led! (Cont.)



You are a consumer, too. How satisfied are you
with our healthcare delivery system? What is
your experience?



Leaders take back control of their business, by
managing staff, operations, and patient
experience. Leaders are accountable for their
own destiny.



Leaders embrace that their staff is their most
important asset. Leaders invest in their staff’s
skills and knowledge.



Leaders hold their staff accountable for their
performance.

Opportunities

Use Your Data to Improve
Business Outcomes and Patient Satisfaction

“In God we trust...and all others must bring data”
- William Edwards Deming

Analyzing Your Workflow



Workflow analysis is a process of analyzing steps of a
process, and assessing the value it delivers.



It provides a view of how your business is performing in
areas such as:
•
•
•

Financial
Operations
Clinical



Careful evaluation of your “current” state will help you
identify bottlenecks and areas of improvement.



Then you or your team can re-design new methods in
areas that will drive a positive change for your practice.



EHR vendors do not do this for you!

Basic Reporting – PM and EHR



Quality improvement is data-driven.



In order to assess opportunities to reduce cost through
operational efficiencies, you need to analyze the workflow
within your organization.



Without developing a plan and having a team approach
when assessing workflow, it is difficult to implement
improvements.



You have to evaluate the whole process.



Reports provide you with a broader scale of data to look at
the entire flow and to point out potential bottlenecks.



If your PM/EHR does not product these reports canned or
through an advanced reporting module, speak to your
vendor about creating one.

Billing Report Examples



Cash, Check, Credit Cards - Broken down by individual payments and
run on a daily and monthly basis to verify bank deposits.



Charge Edits - Verify all charges are posted and if not, why? Report
should show the schedule for the day, and who has or has not been
billed.



Financial Analysis - Reports that break down by insurance company
with aging categories showing total payments and write-offs. Report
should show what insurance companies are paying timely.



Write-Off Analysis – Total charges, total payments, total write-offs by
insurance company and why.



Procedure Analysis – Report by provider of procedure codes used,
charges, and payment averages for comparative analysis.



Patient Balances – Reports that outline outstanding patient balances
to determine what the cause is? Co-pay collection up front or lack of
insurance and demographic verification?

Operational Report Examples



Patient Flow Tracking – This report allows the
practice to analyze the average time patients are
spending in the waiting room, exam room with an
MA, or waiting for the doctor.
•

Understanding bottlenecks and excessive wait
times can help pinpoint behavior and flow
modifications that need to be made.

•

This allows for improvements in patient satisfaction,
seeing more patients with fewer cancellations.

•

More patients means more revenue!

Operational Report Examples (Cont.)



Appointment Exceptions – This allows the practice
to analyze cancelled, rescheduled, or no-show
appointments for a selected time frame or by
patient.
•

Determines repeat offenders that you may want to
avoid completely.

•

Practices don’t like to “lose” a patient. You never
had them in the first place if they don’t show up, and
they cost you money.

•

Having a policy around these issues is very
important. Set up your system to alert staff not to
schedule appointments with repeat offenders.

Clinical Report Examples



Recalls – This report can be used to determine which recall
notices will be printed for a specified date range. It can be
used as a phone list to inform patients of recalls by
telephone.



Common recall examples are:



•

Diabetic patients that have not had their HbA1c checked
recently, or have not been in during a specified timeframe to
ensure the maintenance of their levels and medication

•

Male patients who have not had a colonoscopy documented
within the past five (5) years

Running recall or health maintenance reports on a patient
population with parameters for proactive care management,
promotes quality care, an increase in patient volume for
clinical visits, and enhanced revenue.

Clinical Report Examples (Cont.)



Vaccinations – This report should be analyzed against billing reports to
ensure that all vaccinations have been billed. This is a huge area for
revenue loss. If a provider doesn’t document appropriately, then the
billing department won’t know the charges are missing!
•



Vaccinations are tracked in most EHR systems in the vaccination
module of what has been administered for a patient or all patients
given a particular type of vaccination.

Provider Performance – These reports are very specific to what you
want to see. Ask your vendor to work with you to create reports that will
help assess provider performance. What are your key performance
metrics (KPI)?
•
•
•
•

Coding and documentation habits – HUGE REVENUE IMPACT
Utilization (Are they late or on-time for their appointments?)
Cost of care based on Dx and Reimbursement
Monthly revenue generation

If You Really Want To Be Successful...

The Keys To Success



The keys to success are:
Collaboration – patient centric care
• Business and clinical analytics (financial, clinical, and
operational data)
• Using your data to drive improvements and manage
your risk
• Negotiate better reimbursement based on YOUR
DATA
•

UNDERSTAND YOUR DATA TO MEET YOUR VISION
AND MISSION OF BUSINESS HEALTH AND
CLINICAL EXCELLENCE.

Electronic Collaboration on The Rise

Complete patient
record

• Immediate and
timely access to
the complete
patient’s history
from all venues
of care, from inhome diagnostics
to acute care

Reporting and
analytics

• “One patient, one
chart” data run
against analytics
tools.

Physicians and
patients engaged

Better outcomes
achieved

• Alerts and
recommendations proactively
delivered to
physicians and
patients at the
right place at the
right time

• Avoidable errors
reduced, higher
acuity avoided,
healthcare costs
managed, and
operational
efficiency
increased due to
adherence to
plans and
protocols

Electronic Collaboration



Electronic collaboration drives signification value:
•
•
•
•
•

•

Accessing a complete view of your patients’ health
information regardless of treatment location
Reduce phone calls, faxes, and operating costs
Captures data crucial to care management, performance
metrics, and reporting
Claims data does not provide actionable data at point of
care
Will allow providers to manage healthcare costs and
quality more efficiently against CMS’ publicly reportable
data
Improves patient satisfaction

The Value of Data Analytics




Physicians have more control than they think.
Current state:
• Payers wield the information hammer – they have
more than you do, but they only have claims data
• How do you document what you deserve to get
paid for (claims plus pay for performance)?
• You want to improve the operations of your practice.
• How do you get at the root cause of problems?
• How do you monitor key performance metrics?

Trends

Questions?
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